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Murder at Archly Manor

Book 1 in the High Society Lady Detective series from USA Today bestseller
Sara Rosett

Catagory: Historical,Traditional,Amateur Sleuth,Women
Sleuths,Cozy

Title Description

A high society murder. A spirited lady detective. Can she out-class the killer
before an innocent person takes the fall? A historical mystery series in the
classic tradition of Agatha Christie for fans of Rhys Bowen, Susan Elia
MacNeal, M.C. Beaton, and Carola Dunn. London, 1923. Olive Belgrave needs
a job. Despite her aristocratic upbringing, she's penniless. Determined to
support herself, she jumps at an unconventional job-looking into the
background of her cousin's fiancé, Alfred. Alfred burst into the upper crust
world of London's hig...

About Author

"USA Today" bestselling author Sara Rosett writes fun mysteries. Her books
are lighthearted escapes for readers who enjoy interesting settings, quirky
characters, and puzzling mysteries. "Publishers Weekly" called Sara's books,
"satisfying," "well-executed," and "sparkling." Sara loves to get new stamps in
her passport and considers dark chocolate a daily requirement. Find out
more at SaraRosett.com.
Reviews

PUBLISHERS WEEKLY--"Set in 1923 England, this sprightly series launch from
Rosett (the Ellie Avery series), introduces plucky Olive Belgrave, who leaves
her father’s home in the village of Nether Woodsmoor for London when it
becomes clear that her young stepmother resents her presence and would
like nothing more than to marry her off to the sweaty local curate. However,
'a young woman with a classical education and extensive training in how to
be a lady' is not a good candidate for employment, and she struggles to find
work. When Olive’...
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Murder at Blackburn Hall

Book 2 in the High Society Lady Detective series

Catagory: Historical,Traditional,Amateur Sleuth,Women
Sleuths,Cozy

Title Description

A missing author and a sleepy English village rife with secrets . . . September,
1923. Despite closing her first case, high society lady detective Olive Belgrave
hasn’t found a new client. She’s taken a job as a hat model to pay for her
poky boarding house room. But then a job offer comes her way—make
discreet inquiries about a famous author who’s disappeared. Olive travels to
the English countryside to hunt for the missing mystery author. But soon
after she arrives in the sleepy village, a body is discovered. Then a second
murder focus...

About Author

"USA Today" bestselling author Sara Rosett writes fun mysteries. Her books
are lighthearted escapes for readers who enjoy interesting settings, quirky
characters, and puzzling mysteries. "Publishers Weekly" called Sara's books,
"satisfying," "well-executed," and "sparkling." Sara loves to get new stamps in
her passport and considers dark chocolate a daily requirement. Find out
more at SaraRosett.com.
Reviews

PUBLISHERS WEEKLY--"Rosett’s lively sequel to Murder at Archly Manor
continues the adventures of plucky Olive Belgrave, a young gentlewoman
who has fallen on hard times in post-WWI England, but who has a talent for
solving mysteries. Olive’s new client, London publisher Vernon Hightower,
asks her to find missing author R.W. May, whose mystery novels are the
financial mainstay of Hightower Books. Olive sets off for the village of
Hadsworth in Kent, where the writer is believed to reside. To keep her
inquiries discreet, Olive poses as the pub...
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The Egyptian Antiquities Murder

Book 3 in the High Society Lady Detective series

Catagory: Historical,Traditional,Amateur Sleuth,Women
Sleuths,Cozy

Title Description

An opulent London townhouse, a mummy curse . . . . . . and a plucky lady
detective. It’s October, 1923, and Olive Belgrave has a new case. Her client,
Lady Agnes doesn’t believe in curses, and she hires Olive to prove her
Egyptologist uncle wasn’t the victim of a malevolent mummy. Olive
investigates and discovers the truth is much worse—it’s murder. Can Olive
debunk the curse and reveal the true culprit before the supposed curse
claims another victim? The Egyptian Antiquities Murder is the third book in
the High Society Lady Detective...

About Author

"USA Today" bestselling author Sara Rosett writes fun mysteries. Her books
are lighthearted escapes for readers who enjoy interesting settings, quirky
characters, and puzzling mysteries. "Publishers Weekly" called Sara's books,
"satisfying," "well-executed," and "sparkling." Sara loves to get new stamps in
her passport and considers dark chocolate a daily requirement. Find out
more at SaraRosett.com.
Reviews

PUBLISHERS WEEKLY--"In Rosett’s lively third High Society Lady Detective
mystery set in 1920s England (after Murder at Blackburn Hall), Olive Belgrave,
who was once an unemployed gentlewoman but is now a full-fledged private
investigator, is summoned to London’s upscale Mayfair neighborhood by
Lady Agnes, whose uncle, Lord Mulvern, an “eminent Egyptologist and
possessor of a cache of mummies,” died a month earlier. A brief note the
uncle left behind suggests he was driven to suicide by a mummy’s curse.
Unfortunately, the tabloids are ...
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Murder in Black Tie

Book 4 in the High Society Lady Detective series

Catagory: Historical,Traditional,Amateur Sleuth,Women
Sleuths,Cozy

Title Description

Top hats and tails. Mink and murder . . . November, 1923. An invitation to a
house party at the estate of Parkview Hall is a welcome respite for Olive
Belgrave, a newly minted working girl who's become the solver of high
society's trickiest problems. But when the sumptuous black tie event turns
deadly, Olive's cousin Peter becomes the main suspect. Olive must unmask a
sophisticated killer before an innocent man takes the blame . . . because
murder doesn't RSVP. Murder in Black Tie is the fourth standalone
installment in the High Society Lady De...

About Author

"USA Today" bestselling author Sara Rosett writes fun mysteries. Her books
are lighthearted escapes for readers who enjoy interesting settings, quirky
characters, and puzzling mysteries. "Publishers Weekly" called Sara's books,
"satisfying," "well-executed," and "sparkling." Sara loves to get new stamps in
her passport and considers dark chocolate a daily requirement. Find out
more at SaraRosett.com.
Reviews

PUBLISHERS WEEKLY--"Rosett’s enchanting fourth High Society Lady Detective
mystery (after The Egyptian Antiquities Murder) opens in November 1923 as
Olive Belgrave, “a discreet problem solver for the High Society set,” is
motoring down from London to Parkview Hall—the home of her aunt, Lady
Caroline, and her cousins Peter and Gwen—for a house party. Among the
guests are Vincent Payne, who possesses unusual antique maps; Insp. Lucas
Longly of Scotland Yard, who’s smitten with Gwen; a wealthy heiress or two;
and Mr. Quigley, a scriptu...
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Death in the English Countryside

Book 1 in the Murder on Location series, which hit the USA Today bestseller
list 3/30/2017

Catagory: Traditional,Amateur Sleuth,Cozy,International Crime &
Mystery

Title Description

An English village cozy for fans of M.C. Beaton Location scout and Jane
Austen fan, Kate Sharp, travels to England to search for her missing boss, but
when she arrives in the quaint village of golden stone cottages and finds no
trace of her boss she suspects that the picturesque village and beautiful
countryside may not be as idyllic as they seem.

About Author

"USA Today" bestselling author Sara Rosett writes fun mysteries. Her books
are lighthearted escapes for readers who enjoy interesting settings, quirky
characters, and puzzling mysteries. "Publishers Weekly" called Sara's books,
"satisfying," "well-executed," and "sparkling." Sara loves to get new stamps in
her passport and considers dark chocolate a daily requirement. Find out
more at SaraRosett.com.
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Death in an English Cottage

Book 2 in the Murder on Location series, which hit the USA Today bestseller
list 3/30/2017

Catagory: Fiction,Traditional,Amateur Sleuth,Cozy,International Crime &
Mystery

Title Description

It's spring in England, and location scout Kate Sharp has returned to the
quaint village of Nether Woodsmoor. Rumors of recently discovered Jane
Austen letters stir up the production, but then an unidentified young women
dies in a fire in a village cottage, and the police investigation narrows to focus
on the documentary crew.

About Author

"USA Today" bestselling author Sara Rosett writes fun mysteries. Her books
are lighthearted escapes for readers who enjoy interesting settings, quirky
characters, and puzzling mysteries. "Publishers Weekly" called Sara's books,
"satisfying," "well-executed," and "sparkling." Sara loves to get new stamps in
her passport and considers dark chocolate a daily requirement. Find out
more at SaraRosett.com.
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Death in a Stately Home

Book 3 in the Murder on Location series, which hit the USA Today bestseller
list 3/30/2017

Catagory: Traditional,Amateur Sleuth,Cozy,International Crime &
Mystery

Title Description

Good houseguests don’t get accused of murder… Kate Sharp loves the perks
of her location scout profession. When she fills in for a researcher at a
Regency-themed English house party, she’s looking forward to indulging in
the posh atmosphere of tea on the lawn and elegant candlelight dinners, but
when the guest next-door is murdered in a locked room, Kate becomes the
prime suspect. As she turns her attention to the guests, the staff, and the
owners, Kate must unlock the mystery and uncover the murderer before
she’s arrested for a crime s...

About Author

"USA Today" bestselling author Sara Rosett writes fun mysteries. Her books
are lighthearted escapes for readers who enjoy interesting settings, quirky
characters, and puzzling mysteries. "Publishers Weekly" called Sara's books,
"satisfying," "well-executed," and "sparkling." Sara loves to get new stamps in
her passport and considers dark chocolate a daily requirement. Find out
more at SaraRosett.com.
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Death in an Elegant City

Book 4 in the USA Today bestselling Murder on Location series

Catagory: Traditional,Amateur Sleuth,Cozy,International Crime &
Mystery

About Author

"USA Today" bestselling author Sara Rosett writes fun mysteries. Her books
are lighthearted escapes for readers who enjoy interesting settings, quirky
characters, and puzzling mysteries. "Publishers Weekly" called Sara's books,
"satisfying," "well-executed," and "sparkling." Sara loves to get new stamps in
her passport and considers dark chocolate a daily requirement. Find out
more at SaraRosett.com.
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Menace at the Christmas Market (Novella)

Book 5 in the Murder on Location series

Catagory: Traditional,Amateur Sleuth,Cozy,International Crime &
Mystery

Title Description

A Christmas Novella... With the holidays nearing, Kate has time off, a rare
occurrence for a location scout. The Jane Austen documentary series is in a
production lull, and she plans to spend her time searching for the perfect
Christmas gift for Alex, which has turned out to be a task as difficult as
finding an unspoiled location for a medieval-inspired fantasy series. Kate
goes to the local Regency-themed Christmas Market in search of a gift, but a
new acquaintance is poisoned. Kate is drawn into the investigation and soon
realizes she must di...

About Author

"USA Today" bestselling author Sara Rosett writes fun mysteries. Her books
are lighthearted escapes for readers who enjoy interesting settings, quirky
characters, and puzzling mysteries. "Publishers Weekly" called Sara's books,
"satisfying," "well-executed," and "sparkling." Sara loves to get new stamps in
her passport and considers dark chocolate a daily requirement. Find out
more at SaraRosett.com.
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Death in an English Garden

Book 6 in the Murder on Location series

Catagory: Traditional,Amateur Sleuth,International Crime &
Mystery,Cozy,Women Sleuths

About Author

"USA Today" bestselling author Sara Rosett writes fun mysteries. Her books
are lighthearted escapes for readers who enjoy interesting settings, quirky
characters, and puzzling mysteries. "Publishers Weekly" called Sara's books,
"satisfying," "well-executed," and "sparkling." Sara loves to get new stamps in
her passport and considers dark chocolate a daily requirement. Find out
more at SaraRosett.com.
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Death at an English Wedding

Book 7 in the Murder on Location series

Catagory: Traditional,Amateur Sleuth,Cozy,International Crime &
Mystery,Women Sleuths

Title Description

Tying the knot was never so deadly… Wedding bells are ringing for location
scouts Kate and Alex in a ceremony at one of England’s most elegant stately
homes, but when a guest is murdered and suspicion falls on those closest to
Kate, she and Alex must put their plans for happily ever after on hold. If they
can’t figure out who sabotaged their big day, their honeymoon may be over
before it begins. Death at an English Wedding is the seventh installment in
the popular Murder on Location series from USA Today bestselling author
Sara Rosett, wh...

About Author

"USA Today" bestselling author Sara Rosett writes fun mysteries. Her books
are lighthearted escapes for readers who enjoy interesting settings, quirky
characters, and puzzling mysteries. "Publishers Weekly" called Sara's books,
"satisfying," "well-executed," and "sparkling." Sara loves to get new stamps in
her passport and considers dark chocolate a daily requirement. Find out
more at SaraRosett.com.
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Elusive

Book 1 in On the Run International Mysteries from USA Today bestseller Sara
Rosett

Catagory: International Crime & Mystery,Women Sleuths,Amateur
Sleuth,Cozy,Action & Adventure

Title Description

Globetrotting intrigue for fans of Elizabeth Peters, Mark Pryor, Donna Leon,
and John Pearce. Free-spirited and spontaneous, Zoe's life crashes when her
ex goes missing and she's swept into an international mystery that takes her
from glitzy Las Vegas to the old-world charm of Italy.

About Author

"USA Today" bestselling author Sara Rosett writes fun mysteries. Her books
are lighthearted escapes for readers who enjoy interesting settings, quirky
characters, and puzzling mysteries. "Publishers Weekly" called Sara's books,
"satisfying," "well-executed," and "sparkling." Sara loves to get new stamps in
her passport and considers dark chocolate a daily requirement. Find out
more at SaraRosett.com.
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Deceptive

Book 3 in the On the Run International Mysteries

Catagory: International Crime & Mystery,Amateur Sleuth,Women
Sleuths,Cozy

Title Description

A picture may be worth a thousand words, but a missing Monet painting is
worth millions in cold hard cash . . . Zoe loves surprises, except when they
come in the form of mysterious packages, visits from the FBI, and thugs
showing up on her jogging route.

About Author

"USA Today" bestselling author Sara Rosett writes fun mysteries. Her books
are lighthearted escapes for readers who enjoy interesting settings, quirky
characters, and puzzling mysteries. "Publishers Weekly" called Sara's books,
"satisfying," "well-executed," and "sparkling." Sara loves to get new stamps in
her passport and considers dark chocolate a daily requirement. Find out
more at SaraRosett.com.
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Treacherous

Book 6 in the On the Run International Mysteries series

Catagory: International Crime & Mystery,Amateur Sleuth,Women
Sleuths,Cozy

Title Description

A mysterious package, a rumor about a missing painting, and a dangerous
game of hide and seek… Zoe loves working as a consultant for a company
that specializes in the recovery of stolen art. Her only complaint is that the
jobs are few and far between, so when she meets an eccentric collector who
is on the hunt for a painting of a blue butterfly that might—or might not—
exist, she jumps at the chance to look for it. She comes across shady dealers
and a confusion of clues as her search for the elusive painting takes her from
tropical destina...

About Author

"USA Today" bestselling author Sara Rosett writes fun mysteries. Her books
are lighthearted escapes for readers who enjoy interesting settings, quirky
characters, and puzzling mysteries. "Publishers Weekly" called Sara's books,
"satisfying," "well-executed," and "sparkling." Sara loves to get new stamps in
her passport and considers dark chocolate a daily requirement. Find out
more at SaraRosett.com.
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Secretive

Book 2 in the On the Run International Mysteries series

Catagory: International Crime & Mystery,Amateur Sleuth,Women
Sleuths,Cozy

About Author

"USA Today" bestselling author Sara Rosett writes fun mysteries. Her books
are lighthearted escapes for readers who enjoy interesting settings, quirky
characters, and puzzling mysteries. "Publishers Weekly" called Sara's books,
"satisfying," "well-executed," and "sparkling." Sara loves to get new stamps in
her passport and considers dark chocolate a daily requirement. Find out
more at SaraRosett.com.
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Suspicious

Book 4 in the On the Run International Mysteries

Catagory: International Crime & Mystery,Amateur Sleuth,Women
Sleuths,Cozy

About Author

"USA Today" bestselling author Sara Rosett writes fun mysteries. Her books
are lighthearted escapes for readers who enjoy interesting settings, quirky
characters, and puzzling mysteries. "Publishers Weekly" called Sara's books,
"satisfying," "well-executed," and "sparkling." Sara loves to get new stamps in
her passport and considers dark chocolate a daily requirement. Find out
more at SaraRosett.com.
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Devious

Book 5 in the On the Run International Mysteries

Catagory: International Crime & Mystery,Amateur Sleuth,Women
Sleuths,Cozy

About Author

"USA Today" bestselling author Sara Rosett writes fun mysteries. Her books
are lighthearted escapes for readers who enjoy interesting settings, quirky
characters, and puzzling mysteries. "Publishers Weekly" called Sara's books,
"satisfying," "well-executed," and "sparkling." Sara loves to get new stamps in
her passport and considers dark chocolate a daily requirement. Find out
more at SaraRosett.com.
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